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 México is the world’s point of origin for corn, with thousands of different varieties all 
sprouting from one common ancestor, teosinte. It is due to this culturally rich and biologically 
diverse history of corn in México that the GM maize debates of the region are of particular 
relevance. This thesis aims to serve as a well-rounded presentation of the social resistance 
against transgenic corn and the fight for maíz criollo occurring in southern México today. In 
chapter two I discuss México’s history of corn modernization and the affiliated social 
movements that have grown in opposition as a response. The chapter contextualizes the current 
movement, as well as highlights the recycled rhetoric and lackluster results which we continue to 
see today with transgenic corn. In chapter three I discuss the main arguing points given by the 
proponents of transgenic crop use in developing countries. In illustrating their arguments, this 
chapter seeks to demonstrate who movement participants are up against, what their arguments 
are, and how they are framed. After the contextualization of the movement in the previous two 
chapters, chapter four discusses the current movement and the arguments of growing greater 
support for maíz criollo in San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, México. The chapter draws 
heavily from my own qualitative research, as well as from a variety of literature. This thesis 
ultimately uncovers two crucial points: 1) the misunderstanding of social movements as being 
conceptually homogenous, when in fact they are extremely heterogeneous, and 2) the depth of 
disconnection which lies between proponents and opponents of transgenic corn use in México. I 
argue that by responsibly putting these findings into practice, more people may be able to work 
together toward the mutually respectful and foreseen successes that the region purportedly seeks 
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“The secret ingredient of corn is the action of the heart” – interviewee, Maíz. 
 
 For thousands of years Mesoamerican peoples have been cultivating and improving 
maize. Today, the more than 8,000 varieties stemming from its wild relative, teosinte, are here to 
show for it. Through the development of the milpa, a farming technique which utilizes one plot 
of land to farm several crops, including but not limited to, corn, beans, squash and chilies, the 
milpa is an excellent way to maintain soil health and produce a year round food supply. 
Providing a varied, nutrient rich, and culturally appropriate diet, the milpa farming technique has 
been hailed by H. Garrison Wilkes, a maize researcher at the University of Massachusetts in 
Boston, as "one of the most successful human inventions ever created.” While many people in 
México continue to use this farming method today, the encroaching potentiality for genetically 
modified corn to be grown in México poses a threat to the abundant biodiversity the region has 
thus far achieved.  
 Since their introduction twenty years ago, genetically modified seeds have created a 
whirlwind of social activism. Concerns for activists range from environmental harm, cultural 
inappropriateness, dependency of small farmers, and the public’s right to choose. In May of 
2013, I traveled to San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, México to investigate the social 
movements there in the fight for protection of maíz criollo from transgenic corn. While I was 
there I found that despite a body of literature which appears to homogenize this social 
movement, its participants, and their perspectives, in reality the perceived values and purpose of 
the movement can be vastly different, from participant to participant. It is in my opinion that 
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perhaps the crux of this social movement lies within what is disagreed upon and that by 
highlighting and accepting the discord found within the movement, we might allow ourselves to 
better understand it and the solidarity it continues to create.  
 As I began reading proponent literature for the use of genetically modified crops in 
México and elsewhere, it became clear to me that there exists is a strong disconnect. This 
disconnect lies between what the industry perceives small peasant farmers want and need and 
what these realities for small peasant farmers actually are. With my own research, as well as 
substantiation by others who have conducted similar investigations, I hope to illustrate this 
disconnect in the following chapters.  
 This body of work will begin in chapter two by examining the history of agricultural 
modernization of maize in México, as well as the social movements that have accompanied these 
land mark interventions. This chapter’s primary focus will be on the time period spanning 1940-
1996, with discussion on the Green Revolution, the implementation of NAFTA, and the effects 
and social repercussions from the public sector. Chapter three will provide a brief history of 
agricultural biotechnology and then proceed to discuss the three most popular arguments posed 
by proponents of genetically modified crops: a solution to food insecurity, provision of economic 
opportunities to farmers, and environmental stewardship. Finally, chapter four will pull 
predominately from my own research and will aim to demonstrate the perspectives of movement 








A HISTORY OF CORN MODERNIZATION IN MÉXICO 
 
The commodity chain of any agricultural good is a complicated one. It does not simply 
begin with a seed and end with a foodstuff. Water, labor, agro-chemicals, packaging and 
transport, consumption, and domestic and international governmental policy comprise links in 
most agricultural commodity chains. Corn, the centerpiece for this conversation is no different 
and in fact, the above stated nodes have played crucial roles in its continual modernization. This 
chapter aims to discuss the history of maize modernization in México, not withholding any of the 
above aspects; the details of which demonstrate how this history has unfolded and brought us to 
where we are today.  
This chapter will move through history, from centuries old milpa farming techniques 
utilizing excrement as fertilizer, to the input intensive methods encouraged by the Green 
Revolution, and finally to the implementation of NAFTA and the consequential increase of food 
imports, including the widely debated genetically modified corn. While discussing this history, 
this chapter also aims to shed light on the agency of small rural farmers who were often 
marginalized by the corn modernization agenda, but who have continued to participate in various 
forms of social resistance.  By taking into consideration the factors that have propelled corn 
modernization since the 1940’s in particular, I hope to give context to the current modernizing 
techniques via GM corn. Further, looking at the history of social resistance against corn 





2.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF GUANO AND ORGANIC NITROGEN INPUTS  
Though this chapter will primarily be focusing on the Green Revolution through to 
present day (1940-2014), it is crucial to first understand the circumstances that proceeded this 
time period. A brief explanation is therefore offered of pre and post-colonial farming techniques 
regarding nitrogen inputs from guano, otherwise known as bird or bat excrement. While the use 
of nitrogen inputs in agriculture spans back for centuries, the story of the commodification of 
excrement and its subsequent rapid depletion is oft told in the Peruvian context. However, the 
story of guano in México has nearly as long of a history as it does in Peru. And in fact, within the 
Mexican context we are able to essentially follow the yellow—or brown —brick road up through 
the Green Revolution and beyond.  
In México, like in Peru, a fertile history is known to be had regarding the use of night soil 
and guano. Stemming back to pre-colonial times, it was not uncommon that the Xochimilco 
farmers would collect bat guano from the caves of Ixtapalapa for nitrogen fixing in their milpas
1
. 
Fast forward to the late nineteenth century, and guano in México (as well as Peru) had become 
recognized as a primary way to fertilize fields, thus increasing crop yields. Guano mining and 
exploration grew to the point that by 1854, strict rules had to be put in place to protect the guano 
producing birds and their habitats in an effort to continue to thoroughly explore the extent of the 
nation’s deposits2.  
 After the Mexican Revolution and by 1920, México put into place agrarian land reform 
under article 27 of the Mexican constitution, mandating land redistribution to landless peasants 
of what had previously been large landholdings. These small, redistributed communal plots are 
known as ejidos. Although during this time period domestic agricultural modernization is not 
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often what comes to mind, recent insight into the work of Zeferino Domínguez, a prominent 
Mexican ejido holder, seeks to prove otherwise.  Dominguez, former banker turned agronomist, 
used his landholdings to conduct agricultural experiments. Always working with corn, he hoped 
to continue to find “better” manners of cultivation. He often criticized the “traditional” corn 
growing techniques of the time, arguing in his 1913 book The Modern Cultivation of Corn, that 
the origins of such problems took root in the colonial period when “agriculture was put in the 
hands of the Indians….As the Indians did not receive any information about the important 
industry of agriculture, they had to follow in the same practice of their ancestors and that is why 
it has come to us as was practiced by the Moctezuma, Cuauhtémoc, and Xicoténcatle”3. Contrary 
to the standard milpa farming techniques of those he criticized, Dominguez proposed that 
capitalism could be enhanced by “solving the problems of capitalist development and create a 
land of content small farmers who used modern scientific agriculture and efficient business 
principles for market” distribution4. While his intentions appeared to be altruistic, the results of 
such programs later implemented proved to create problems in the countryside: providing ample 
access to resources and market reforms for those who could afford it, while those who could not 
found themselves losing their land entirely
5
.  
While the land reform of Article 27 was previously unmatched in land redistribution 
measures, the more impressive land redistribution can arguably be said to have occurred during 
the presidency of General Lazaro Cárdenas. By the end of his term in 1940, Cárdenas “left more 
than 11,000 ejidos, endowed with more than 20,000,000 hectares of land”. One result of this 
reform was an increase in the amount of cultivable land. Between the years of 1930-1940, the 
amount of rain-fed, arable land in México increased by nearly 2.5 million acres. This increase in 





. Unfortunately, continued reform did not extend past this time period. By the end of 
Cárdenas’ presidency, agricultural policy indicated a shift away from supporting both 
commercial and collective farming, to strictly favoring large scale commercial landholders. This 
power imbalance continued to worsen as the Green Revolution was ushered in
7
. 
2.2 THE GREEN REVOLUTION AND MAIZE MODERNIZATION 
 The Green Revolution in México, spanning from the early 1940’s through the 1970s, was 
a development effort to increase food supply by way of input intensive agriculture utilizing 
hybrid seeds, synthetic agro-chemicals, and heavy machinery designed for and by U.S. industrial 
agriculture. Although it was a joint effort between the U.S.A. and México, the Green Revolution 
most likely would not have manifested without the initial and continued financial and 
supervisory backing of Rockefeller Foundation of the United States
8
.  
 When the Green Revolution entered México, it came in on the coattails of a severe food 
crisis. And although guano deposits were still being mined across México, the overall yield often 
was miniscule and most of what was recovered was exported to Germany or the U.S. state of 
California, leaving a dismal situation for domestic fertilization
9
.  Despite continued efforts by the 
Mexican guano mining company, GuanoMex, to explore other regions of the nation for deposits 
and even an attempt to relocate live guano birds and eggs from Peru, extravagant failure was the 
only result of these efforts. By 1946 however, the Green Revolution was picking up speed and 
GuanoMex in conjunction with México’s new president, Miguel Aleman, worked toward a plan 
within the confines of the Green Revolution to find a solution to the food crisis.  
During this year, Aleman increased the Department of Irrigation to cabinet level status, 
initiating programs for the construction of dams, canals, and farm to market roads, and finally, 
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advocacy for increased fertilizer manufacturing. With domestic and international government 
support, GuanoMex opened their first fertilizer plant in San Luis Potosí. Shortly thereafter in 
collaboration with the U.S. company Chemico, GuanoMex opened Latin America’s first 
ammonia synthesizing plant. By 1951 México’s nitrogen producing capacity increased seven 
fold
10
. Not only was growth seen in production of chemical fertilizers, but in consumption as 
well. Between 1940 and 1979, petrochemical derived fertilizer consumption increased from 2.8 
thousand metric tons to 1,067 thousand metric tons—an increase of over 350 times11. 
Further, thanks to prior land reform there was also an increase in cultivable land with the 
extension of irrigation and the expansion of raid-fed agriculture. In fact, the amount of irrigated 
land in México increased nearly 50% from more than 28 million acres in 1930 to more than 41 
million acres by 1960. Unfortunately for small peasant farmers during this time, the government 
allocated about half of these new water resources to the commercial agriculture sector and the 
other half, only at least formally, to the ejidal sector
12
.  In addition to an increase in land, 
fertilizer, and water, a marked increase was also seen during this time in agricultural 
mechanization. Tractor usage in México increased six-fold from 17,000 in 1947 to 125,000 in 
1981; making México one of the countries with the highest concentration of mechanized 
agriculture in Latin America
13
. Thanks to these technological and chemical innovations making 
their way to México, the nation no longer needed to import up to 109,300 tons of corn annually 
in order to meet the needs of their population
14
.  Rather, between 1940 and 1985, corn 
production increased from 1.6 million tons annually, to 14.1 million tons annually
15
! Needless to 
say, agricultural production during this time was growing at an unmatched rate.  
Despite these gains, the technology necessary for this industrialization came at an 
extravagant cost. By the 1970s, México’s ISI strategy was limping along as the domestic 
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production rate began to slow, while domestic and foreign demand continued to grow. In order to 
continue industrializing, these factors ultimately led México to switch to an export dominated 
strategy. Now with increased catering to foreign (primarily those of the United States) demands, 
growing integration into the North American agro-industrial complex and the “new international 
division of labor” (NIDL) in agriculture began to manifest16. The NIDL meant that production in 
México would now need to be responsive to the demands of the international, rather than the 
domestic market
17
. With so much concern revolving around the production of export luxury 
fruits and vegetables to the international market, production of basic food grains for Mexican’s 
began to fall to the wayside. Once again, México was importing corn, beans, and wheat from 
large-scale commercial farms in the U.S.  
It seems that during this time period, U.S. domination of Mexican agricultural production 
continued to increasingly manifest itself. Not only was Mexican production now focusing on 
international food exports, many of which were going to the U.S., but money was also being 
spent in the U.S. for the agro-chemicals and necessary mechanized equipment. Further, by the 
late 1970s, Mexican agriculture became inundated with transnational agro-industry and U.S. 
based corporate investments in Mexican food processing industries, increasing from $107 
million in 1966 to $229 million in 1978
18
. While petro-dollars during México’s oil boom allotted 
the ability to pay for food imports at unprecedented rates (corn imports peaked in 1983 at 4.6 
million tons) through the 1970s and 1980s, this would not prove to be a sustainable long term 
option
19. By the mid 1980’s the economic crisis slammed México, creating less economic 
opportunities, the manifestation of which was greatly seen within the synthetic fertilizer industry. 
The high levels of production and profits that the industry had been enjoying for the last three 
decades would come to all time low.  
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2.3 SOCIAL ACTION AND THE GREEN REVOLUTION 
Despite the Green Revolution in México being referred to as the “Mexican Miracle”, it 
certainly was not a miracle for all parties involved. The advancements of Green Revolution and 
irrigation development actually increased social inequality across the nation. It is not surprising 
that advancements in petro-chemical, hybrid seeds, tractor, and irrigation use benefited only a 
wealthy minority; these advancements are not free and the cost they come with is far out of reach 
for small peasant farmers. The two groups who did benefit greatly from these advancements 
were urban industrial capitalists, who reaped benefits from unequal terms of trade between 
agriculture and industry, and large, commercial landholders, who benefitted at the expense of 
private ejidal smallholders and México’s agricultural laborers20. The reality for many small rural 
farmers during the Green Revolution included being uprooted from their own land or losing the 
ability to support themselves with their own production of food, as pressure mounted to abandon 
subsistence farming for cash crops
21
. Further, with the embracement of Green Revolution 
techniques also came dangerous pesticide exposure to laborers. Sadly, laborer injuries and deaths 
were documented as a result of exposure to the acutely toxic pesticides
22. What’s worse, 
however, is that we have continued to sit idly by while serious injury and death still occur in 
México and around the world due to occupational exposure to these chemicals.  
The increased social, political, and economic inequality that was thrust upon small rural 
farmers of México during this time did not occur, however, without active resistance. From small 
rural farmers to university scientists, solidarity in resistance against the Green Revolution existed 
and in fact persisted to create some major fields of study and activism today. Whether forming 
alliances and providing education on sustainable farming, to questioning the measures being 
encouraged and standing up as a community to continue traditional farming, social resistance is 
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valid and ought to be reflected upon. To not do so, would be an injustice to those who worked 
hard to hold their ground and spread their knowledge, not to mention that to withhold this aspect 
of the conversation would simply be historically inaccurate.   
In the early 1970s Plan Puebla, a Green Revolution effort, came to the high mountain 
town of Nealtican, Puebla, México. Without knowledge of local maize cultivation techniques or 
the reasoning behind them, naïve project directors still came to spread the word of miracle 
pesticides, hybrid seeds, and crop insurance. What they encountered, however, was mass 
resistance throughout the town, something that could have been anticipated if the “agricultural 
missionaries” had done their research prior to their arrival.  
The hybrid seeds they were promoting grew large cobs with small kernels, shorter stalks 
to prevent blow-downs, required insecticide to prevent worm infestation, had to be cultivated in a 
specific growing season, and the seeds themselves had to be repurchased from urban distributors. 
To the farmers of Nealtican, however these attributes presented serious setbacks, not 
achievements. The new cob-to-kernel ratio meant that an equal number of hybrid ears would 
yield less than the local variety of maize. Further, these farmers were not concerned about blow-
downs as much as they were about feeding their livestock, and shorter stalks meant less animal 
fodder. The necessity for insecticide was also a major disadvantage of the hybrid corn crop, since 
the economic standing of many farmers in the region did not allow the flexibility to purchase 
expensive farm chemicals. Another issue was that the hybrid corn variety had only a single 
growing season. This is in contrast with the four varieties of local maize (white, yellow, blue and 
red), each with a separate growing season, which allowed maize to be grown year round.  With 
hybrid corn only boasting one growing season, a single germination failure would leave the 
farmers without any backups and subsequently no food to eat. Further, active distrust of urban 
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seed distributers did not make the idea of being dependent for new seed very appealing. Not to 
mention that the general consensus of the people of Nealtican was that the hybrid variety also 




Figure 1: Photo courtesy of Alvaro Montoya, Sierra de Concordia, Sinaloa, México 
 
Despite disinterest from the Nealtican farming communities, Plan Puebla personnel 
continued to encourage the hybrid maize for years. At one point, participation was even a 
conditionality in order to partake in any other facets of Plan Puebla. Although this conditionality 
was later removed, it seemed to be too little too late, as disinterest continued. In another effort, 
Plan Puebla offered to provide farming chemicals free of charge. However, this too was rejected 
as a useful technology for the region, given the sandy soil and rapid leaching-out after the daily 
afternoon thunderstorms. Further, this too would still require dependence on outsiders
24
. 
By failing to become knowledgeable about the environmental and cultural needs of this 
region, Plan Puebla failed to make much of a difference for the farmers of Nealtican. Despite 
what was potentially altruistic reasoning for encouraging the use of Green Revolution 
technologies, the fact stands that these techniques were simply not viable to their community. 
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Had the community not resisted and accepted the technology at face value, dependency on 
unreliable techniques would have undoubtedly created detrimental side effects. 
In other acts of resistance, three social movements were initiated throughout 1974-1980 
in response to the Green Revolution. Further, in addition to forming resistance, these movements 
also offered alternatives to Green Revolution technologies and actually continue to offer 
alternatives today. The first movement began with the conceptualization of the agroecosystem by 
agronomist and ethnobotanist, Efraím Xolocotzi Hernández. This idea of an agroecosystem took 
the form of three axes that needed to be balanced in their impacts for sustainability to occur; 
ecological, social, and cultural. He argued that Green Revolution techniques ignored the 
ecological axis all together, simply emphasizing the use of new inputs and practices to increase 
yields and respond to market pressures. Likewise, the socioeconomic axis was reduced to a 
purely economic one. And lastly, in this process, an entire culture of agriculture was being lost. 
The emphasis of his three axes stemmed from what he saw as the strengths of traditional 
Mexican agriculture and hoped to keep this knowledge from being displaced
25
.  
The second movement we saw come to fruition in México at this time was the 
development of agrobiología, its biggest advocate being ecologist and botanist, Arturo Gomez-
Pompa. The movement developed a range of alternative farming techniques grounded in 
biological and ecological knowledge linked with traditional experience of local agricultural 
systems. The effort came about in part as a form of resistance to the large-scale tropical 
deforestation for large internationally funded development projects using Green Revolution 
technology. Gomez-Pampa also established the National Institute for Research on Biotic 
Resources (INIREB), headquartered in Xalapa, Veracruz, where alternative growing techniques 





 The third movement began in 1974 with the establishment of the small, but influential 
College of Tropical Agriculture (Colegio Superior de Agricultura Tropical; CSAT), near 
Cárdenas, Tabasco, in southeastern México. Situated in the middle of the Plan Chontalpa, an 
International Development Bank funded Green Revolution project, ecologists teaching 
agroecology at the college witnessed firsthand the negative consequences of Green Revolution 
farming on small rural farmers of the area. After clearing 90,000 hectares of tropical forest and 
draining of area wetlands, local communities were relocated to small housing villages within the 
project and large scale monoculture crops of corn, beans, sugar cane, and improved pasture were 
established by way of Green Revolution technologies
27
. Within the Plan Chontalpa project, 
“farmers no longer grew the food they ate, planting decisions were made by the bank that funded 
the project, the farmers found it easier to contract salaried labor from outside the project area 
than do it themselves, and generations of local agroecological knowledge were being lost.” 
However, it was soon realized by the ecologists teaching agroecology in the area that on the 
outskirts of the project (and sometimes within it on unoccupied parcels of land), there was still 
another kind of agriculture being practiced—traditional Maya agriculture28. It was at this time 
that a strong call was made for studies of agroecology by looking at farming systems such as 
these in order to understand, preserve, improve and expand the agroecosystem. This call 
emphasized the inclusion of and participation of small farmers and their communities in order to 
reach the large number of rural cultures who were quickly being marginalized by the Green 
Revolution.  
 Despite the fact that the project was abandoned in the mid-1980s and CSAT was closed 
by the government in 1985, these efforts succeeded in growing movements that continue to 
persevere. Today, one can study agroecology, agroecosystems and food systems at universities 
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around the world and there are entire careers with these movements as their focal point. Whether 
by way of non-profits, international and national government programs, farmer organizations, or 
universities with their increasing number of students (myself included) studying the subject, 
there is no doubt that today’s sustainable farming movement is a direct result of resistance to the 
Green Revolution in México
29
.  
2.4 NAFTA AND MAIZE MODERNIZATION 
As the Green Revolution came to a close in the 1980s, a financial crisis emerged. 
However, during this time farmers were still “buffered” from the impacts of a faltering 
international market through national tariffs and import restrictions. Unfortunately, following the 
1994 ratification of the North American Free Trade Act (NAFTA) these policies changed 
greatly, and brought a particular blow to the Mexican maize market
30
. The supportive arguments 
for NAFTA via the Mexican government provided a rather rosy picture: free trade with the U.S. 
and Canada would open borders and focus on export oriented growth to create jobs. This would 
provide, it was argued, employment for the rural and urban poor in particular and would 
ultimately lift many Mexicans out of poverty
31
.  Unfortunately, the golden promise of NAFTA 
never manifested itself for the rural and urban impoverished of México. At the time of its 
establishment, tariff rate quotas were put in place as a transitional mechanism to eliminate 
barriers to trade between the United States, México, and Canada. The quotas were applied to 
products considered to be “sensitive” under NAFTA, including corn. A fifteen year phase out 
program was then established and set to complete the liberalization process by January 2008
32
. 
Despite this original design, restrictions allowed by the agreement were not fully implemented 
and due to a subsequent convergence with world market prices less than three years after 
NAFTA’s implementation, nationwide real producer prices for maize fell substantially33.  
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 This was not the only failed safety measure during the early years of NAFTA. Although 
safeguard clauses regarding maize and dry beans were drafted into NAFTA, allowing México to 
suspend tariff reductions or use the 1994 base tariff for these products, México instead only 
charged minimal tariffs (1-3%) on any crops during 1994-2000. By 2004 Mexican congress 
decided to charge higher tariffs, 72% for white corn, then down to 54% in 2005, 36% in 2006, 
and 19% in 2007, but the damage had already been done. The flooding of the Mexican market 
with U.S. corn during the early years had ultimately resulted in a 48% price decrease for 
Mexican farmers between 1990 and 1998
34
. This situation was not just dire for small corn 
producers of México, but also for the impoverished consumers of México as Esteva explains 
well in Lauren Baker’s Corn Meets Maize: Food Movements and Markets in México: 
“Small farmers can’t enter the national market, but they can receive an income from the 
local market. As an example, local maize sold for four pesos a kilo. Then the DICONSA, 
an official agency, sells maize from Michigan for two pesos a kilo. This clearly 
diminishes local farmers. Even though people don’t like imported maize (because it is a 
variety used for livestock, not for human consumption) the difference of half the price is 
huge. People can’t ignore this. Because of their economic circumstances they are forced 
to buy the imported maize and use it for tortillas
35.”  
 What made these changes even more of a shock for producers and consumers alike, is 
that prior to NAFTA, the Mexican government guaranteed prices for farmers that were above 
global market prices. For example, during the NAFTA negotiation period in the early 1990s the 
U.S. corn price was $110 per ton, while Mexican farmers received $240 per ton. Similarly, 
Mexican agricultural policy protected small and medium scale farmers from price fluctuations in 
the global grain market. The aid provided by price guarantees for farmers was also reflected in 
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aid to consumers as well through food subsidies
36
. Suspension of such measures left rural and 
impoverished farmers and consumers alike in compromised situations. After NAFTA was signed 
and the prices for national grains plummeted, the prices of tortillas skyrocketed to the tune of 
483% between 1994-1999!  To make matters worse, the Tortibonos program, a 1980s tortilla 
voucher program protecting urban consumers from price increases from neoliberal agricultural 
reform, was eliminated in 1999. Essentially, this time period represented a severe decline in the 
wellbeing of México’s rural and urban poor, while behemoth oligopolies of the corn importing 
and processing sector benefited immensely
37
. Despite the promises of wealth and opportunity 
that NAFTA would bring to the impoverished of México, what was instead encountered were 
more expensive and less nutritional corn flour tortillas and a substantial deepening of poverty 
throughout the nation from 1994-2008. According to México’s own statistics, employment in 
agriculture and rural regions have shrunk since 1992 and consequently over 60% of people living 
in extreme poverty are in living in the nation’s rural regions38. 
 Unfortunately, circumstances under NAFTA have not improved much since. Over the 
Vicente Fox administration (2000-2006) further erosions to policies and programs favoring the 
impoverished were cut. Instead, funding was increasingly funneled into rural enterprise 
development efforts that continued to miss the majority of small to medium scale farmers. Hope 
for impoverished rural and urban Mexicans continued to seem lost into the Calderón 
administration (2006-2012), with continued unhelpful reform to national agricultural policy and 
refusal to renegotiate NAFTA, despite public pressure. In fact, to add insult to injury, the 
administration committed to dismantle all corn tariffs completely in January 2008. By the end of 





 Now in 2014, we have the opportunity to look back on twenty years of NAFTA to see 
some harsh realities. Since its ratification in 1994, México’s dependency on food imports have 
increased from 16% to more than 42% today. What is even more alarming is when we take into 
consideration the fact that today nearly half of all Mexican families, even with two wage earners, 
still cannot afford basic necessities
40
.  
2.5 SOCIAL ACTION AND NAFTA  
 Despite continued offenses from the Mexican government to the nation’s rural and urban 
impoverished, the people have not taken these measures quietly. In fact, they’ve been louder than 
they had been during the Green Revolution. As a response to the measures taken by the Calderon 
administration, in the winter of 2008 massive protests and rallies ensued in a fight for the tortilla 
and renegotiation of NAFTA, bringing 200,000 participants together in México City
41
. While the 
“tortilla protests” are a more recent manifestation of social movements against NAFTA and its 
detrimental effects on corn in particular, these certainly were not the first. One of the most well-
known, well documented, and globally incorporated movements in México occurred during this 
time period and in direct response to NAFTA: The Zapatista Rebellion.  
Beginning in 1994, the Zapatista Rebellion (EZLN) provided a significant boost of 
recognition to a range of new and old movements for indigenous rights and culture. The initial 
demands of the movement were for work, land, housing, food, education, and justice for the 
indigenous communities of México. In time, the agenda also grew to include demands for 
indigenous autonomy within the framework of the Mexican nation, self-government with 
political economic and cultural autonomy, an end to discrimination against indigenous peoples, 
mandatory indigenous language instruction, respect for indigenous culture and traditions, and 
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administration of indigenous justice systems according to customs and traditions without 
interference by the government. Calls for recognition of indigenous women’s rights and 




 In 1996 the National Indigenous Forum was held in San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, 
México, with more than 400 indigenous representatives from throughout México, as well as non-
indigenous writers, academics, and supporters from 11 different countries in attendance. A 
month after the forum, the EZLN drafted the San Andres Peace Accords, calling for attention to 
pueblos indios and giving conceptual meaning for the first time to the terms “self-determination” 
and “autonomy”. The Accords are regarded by many as the basic framework for the fight for 
indigenous rights in México
43
. Sadly, despite long term efforts for incorporation and recognition 
of the Accords by the Mexican government, they ultimately were ignored.  
 Despite the Mexican government’s denial of the San Andres Peace Accords and their 
efforts to put down the Zapatista Rebellion, movement sympathizers still exist worldwide. The 
movement has inspired everything from Zapatista coffee cooperatives in Chiapas, to the 
development and perpetuation of autonomous Zapatista communities throughout México, not to 
mention the achieved national and international attention the movement called to the struggles of 
the indigenous peoples of México. In addition, national and international sympathizer 
organizations such as the international peasant’s movement, La Via Campesina, and The 
National Union of Autonomous Regional Peasant Organizations (UNORCA), have more 
representation than ever and continue to fight alongside many others for indigenous and small 
rural farmers across México. The efforts of these groups and many others in fighting for seed, 
food, and farmer sovereignty are more crucial than ever as the modernization of maize at the 
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hand of the global north continues to find new ways to take advantage of small rural farmers and 
impoverished consumers. Today, its manifestation comes in the form of agricultural 

























THE ARGUMENT FOR TRANSGENIC CROPS 
 
3.1 HISTORY OF AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY  
 Agricultural biotechnology in this paper refers specifically to genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs), a term which warrants some explanation, as well as a brief historical 
overview. Genetically modified organisms, also referred to as GM or transgenic are “plants 
whose genomes contain inserted DNA material from other plants or species
44”. This new 
recombinant DNA technology, which now also includes animal species, is presently known as 
genetic engineering and has led to the development of the current biotechnology industry. While 
conventional plant breeding and centuries old farming practices also produce new gene 
characteristics in plants, these practices differ from genetic engineering in that they work at the 
level of the whole plant. Thus, in theory, genetic engineering has the ability to “overcome the 
sexual incompatibility of different species and to identify, isolate, and relocate any gene from 
one organism to a recipient plant’s genome45.” Another significant difference to bear in mind 
throughout this discussion is that unlike conventional plant breeding which initially was 
developed in public institutions, from its inception biotechnology has been driven by the private 
sector
46
. This fact indicates that private gains and losses are likely not taken lightly and that 
investment in the development of this technology was done with profit-return as the bottom line. 
 Agricultural biotechnology has arrived to us today on the coattails of the Green 
Revolution. As was discussed in the previous chapter, the Green Revolution’s dream was of 
feeding a growing and hungry world through high yielding crops manifested through the use of 
synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and modern plant breeding and agronomy. While increased crop 
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yields were achieved during this time period, by the late 1970s and early 1980s, yields of the 
world’s major crops began to plateau. Further, during this time period the adverse effects of 
synthetic pesticide and fertilizer use began to rear its ugly head. By the 1980s and 1990s, 
however, rapid advancement in molecular biology and related fields led many scientists to 
predict that their application in agriculture would be a welcomed alternative, resulting in 
significant productivity gains and ushering in the “Gene Revolution”47.  
Implementation of agricultural biotechnology as a global development tool in particular 
has been as worthy option for the sector since its early years, with the geopolitical and political-
economic situation of the 1980s influencing the push for agricultural modernization. By the 
height of the Cold War, agricultural development assistance came to be seen as an intrinsic 
element of US foreign policy. This focus highlighted the advancement of two US national 
interests at the time: containing communism in Asia and creating conditions for the future 
expansion of trade and investment. In the former, the argument was that investments in the 
modernization of agriculture would generate food surpluses to feed growing urban populations 
and thus prevent unrest. In the latter, conditions for expansion of trade and investment would be 
improved with the “integration of developing-country agriculture into capitalist national 
economies
48”. Today, the argument for agricultural biotechnology makes a variety of points as to 
why their use ought to be encouraged. In the developing world in particular, three major points 
are advocated as the primary reasons for implementation: feeding the poor, increasing 
environmental sustainability, and increasing economic opportunity. The next three sections of 
this chapter will discuss these points in an effort to provide insight into the arguments from the 
industry and their proponents. By better understanding this perspective, I hope to more 
accurately demonstrate the major areas of disconnect between potential foreseen advantages 
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through the eyes of the industry and the areas of concern and resistance through the perspective 
of the industry’s opponents, some of which we will get to know in chapter four.  
3.2 ADDRESSING FOOD INSECURITY 
 In 2009 the Declaration of World Food Security stated that food security would exist 
when “all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and 
nutritious food, which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 
life
49.” Unfortunately, food insecurity affects 842 million people, or one in eight worldwide, 
most of whom reside in developing countries
50
. In 1990-1992, the World Food Summit and 
Millennium Development Goals established the goal to halve the number of people whom suffer 
from food insecurity worldwide by 2015. Unfortunately, globally we have only reached a 17% 
decline and the results are not evenly distributed across the globe, with some regions in only 
marginally better positions than they were in 1990
51
.  




 Since the early 1990s, however, agricultural biotech-giant Monsanto has drawn particular 
emphasis to the enormous potential for genetically modified crops to “feed the poor, improve 
human health and provide direct benefits for developing countries
52”. As we have seen the global 
population continue to rise and food security crawl along unimpressively, the prevalence of this 
argument maintains throughout proponent literature. Authors Christou & Twyman cite a 1998 
study in their 2004 article on the use of GM crops to address food insecurity and state that “the 
world’s population is predicted to double over the next 40 years, with over 95% of individuals 
being born in developing countries.” The authors go on to argue that therefore, food production 
needs to increase by at least 40% to feed everyone and all the while land and water resources will 
be dwindling due to increased urbanization, industrialization, and pollution. The only solution, 
they argue, is to increase the yields of major food crops, particularly cereal grains, using 
currently available land and less water. Ultimately, the authors argue that the use of transgenic 
crops offers the greatest promise to reach the goal of increased food supply
53
. Mannion and 
Morse also support this argument in their 2012 article on the use of biotechnology in agriculture 
and argue that not only will population growth continue to be a factor, but that with substantial 
population growth occurring in emerging nations food requirements will most likely broaden to 




 With regard to the Millennium Development Goals and food insecurity (MDG1) 
specifically, Dawei Yuan, et al. argue that many of the challenges in meeting these goals are 
“direct or indirect consequences of subsistence agriculture in the developing world”55. In order to 
meet MDG1, Yuan et al. argues that there needs to be emphasis on improving agricultural 
productivity in order for the poor to produce enough food to survive and then be able to market 
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the remainder for income. In order to do this, he continues, modern seed varieties which generate 
the most vigorous crops should be used
56
. Through the deployment of high-yielding genetically 
engineered varieties resistant to weeds, pests, and diseases, poor farmers would have the 




 3.3 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR FARMERS 
 In conjunction with providing a solution to food insecurity, transgenic crops are also 
argued to provide substantial economic opportunities for all farmers, from small and subsistence 
based to large commercial farmers. These economic benefits are said to come in the form of 
decreased labor costs, decreased production costs, and higher yields thus providing an increased 
profit margin.  For virus-, insect- and herbicide-resistant plants, an average increase in yield of 
5–10% was seen, savings of up to 40% was seen on herbicides, and savings of US $60 to $120 
per acre have been reported for insecticides
58.” For farmers who are less interested in higher 
yields, but are more concerned in their gross margin (revenue – costs), reduced pesticide use and 
the associated cost adjustments make GM crops a good candidate as well. With regard to 
subsistence farmers, proponents note that the “focus may be upon the production related to 
inputs, such as labor rather than land.” In this case, GM varieties of crops can provide “a degree 
of insurance for the farmers in that they may help to stabilize crop outputs even in the face of 
environmental uncertainty” such as drought, flood, or frost59. 
 This argument of “insurance in the face of environmental uncertainty” is demonstrated in 
a short informational video on Monsanto’s corporate website. The video tells the story of a 
transgenic corn farm in Sinaloa, México that had been ravaged by frost in February 2010, 
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destroying nearly 90% of the crop. However, within just a few weeks Monsanto employees 
deciphered new appropriate seeds to use in what would now be a shorter growing season and 
instructed the farmers on appropriate techniques to use with the new seeds. In the end, the 
farmers were able to harvest and sell a crop that was about half the size of a normal crop
60
.  
 Lastly, economic benefits are argued to be seen not just by farmers who choose to farm 
with transgenic crops, but when it comes to Bt corn, what is known as the “halo effect” is said to 
benefit neighboring non-Bt corn farmers as well. The halo effect occurs with the European corn 
borer, as females lay eggs indiscriminately on Bt and non-Bt corn and the caterpillars hatching 
on Bt corn die. Thus, if Bt plants are accounting for a large percentage of available host plants, 
pest populations can be reduced regionally, for both Bt and non-Bt crops. The halo effect is thus 
argued to demonstrate a positive communal impact in Bt corn farming regions. 
61
.  
3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP  
The high yielding agricultural techniques of the Green Revolution were praised in their 
time for providing a hungry world with an increased food supply. However, in its wake the 
Green Revolution has left over-farmed soil, water and air pollution, harm to local flora and 
fauna, and countless deaths and injuries worldwide to laborers, manufacturers, and their 
communities due to exposure of dangerous agro-chemicals. However, unlike the farming 
technologies of the Green Revolution, it is argued that with the Gene Revolution comes farming 
techniques that have learned from the past and are self-categorized as sustainable farming. In an 
effort to preserve our world and our futures, proponents of genetically modified crops aim to be 
at the forefront of environmentally sustainable farming.  
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 GM farming methods are agued to require less chemical inputs and are thus safer for 
farmers and better for the health of our soil and waterways. They also argue that with climate 
change, GM crops can be engineered to withstand droughts more effectively and can be sown in 
what is otherwise overworked soil with low nutrient levels. Regarding chemical inputs, for 
example, Christou & Twyman argue that “In the industrialized world, pest control is heavily 
dependent on chemical inputs, which are expensive and damaging to the environment. The 
chemicals are non-selective, killing harmless and beneﬁcial insects as well as pests, and 
accumulating in water and soil.” This is no longer the case with transgenic crops, as the authors 
demonstrate with their example of Monsanto’s NewLeaf® potatoes. These transgenic potatoes 
contain a modified cry3A toxin gene which demonstrates “effective control” over the Colorado 
potato beetle and demonstrated a 40% reduction in pesticide applications
62
.  
This “green” position is also reiterated by Monsanto themselves with their slogan 
“produce more, conserve more, improve lives”. Their website also states that they have “pledged 
to conserve resources through developing seeds that use one-third fewer key resources per unit of 
output to grow crops while working to lessen habitat loss and improve water quality.” They also 
state that they are “working on products that can withstand drought conditions” and are “hoping 
to increase efficiency of nitrogen-based fertilizers so that more is used by the crop and less is left 
in the soil to form greenhouse gases or runoff into waterways
63.” 
The body of literature surrounding the topic of supposed sustainable possibilities with 
transgenic crops is expansive and is nearly as ubiquitous as the “solution to food insecurity” 
argument. In fact, authors Mannion and Morse argue that the most significant developments of 
people-environment relationships in agriculture and have occurred since 1996, when the first 
genetically modified staple crops became commercially available. They also argue that global 
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climate change will necessitate substantial and continual adjustments to most if not all 
agricultural systems as temperatures continue to rise, impacting water availability as well. 
Further, they argue that as population continues to increase and agriculture continues to escalate 
in order to match growing population needs, the expansion of agriculture could cause further loss 
of natural and semi-natural ecosystems if this expansion is not handled appropriately
64
. 
The findings of Wise and Burney have also been cited to substantiate this argument. 
According to their study, by cultivating crops with higher yields there is a decrease in 
greenhouse gas emissions that are “on par with ‘cleaner’ energy technologies such as wind and 
solar energy”. In their 2010 study, Burney et al. also has gone on to argue that “all (and more) of 
the greenhouse gas emissions from intensive agriculture are compensated for through 
land/ecosystem conservation—intact forests, savannah etc.—and their soils continue to act as 
carbon stores but would become carbon sources if ploughed.
65” In other words, if crops produce 
a consistently higher yield there are more plants to absorb greenhouse gasses and without the use 
of soil degrading chemicals. Thus, less acres of land will be needed in order cultivate higher 
yields and at the same time, the same plot of land will be able to continue to be cultivated upon 
for longer periods of time.  
Lastly, heavily toxic herbicides and insecticides are a danger to the environment, as well 
as to the health and wellbeing of the laborers exposed to them. Genetically modified crops are 
argued to make headway in this area of concern, as the most popular herbicide, glyphosate, is 
argued not to pose such risks. According to a 2008 study by Barfoot and Brookes, in which 
available data was analyzed on the quantity of pesticide use, there has been a reduced 
environmental impact and cost. Their study also showed that for all the major GM crops, both 
herbicide and insecticide use saw a substantial decline. In terms of reduced environmental 
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impact, glyphosate is argued to be much a more environmentally friendly herbicide compared to 
its predecessor metolachlor, which contaminates groundwater and potentially has adverse 
toxicological effects on aquatic organisms
66
. Contrastingly, glyphosate’s median half-life in 
water varies between only a few to 91 days. Due to its strong adsorptive properties, it is also 
argued to have low potential to contaminate groundwater, unless chelating cations are present, in 
which case the median half-life is greatly increased
67
. Thus, according to these arguments, profits 
aren’t the only thing that stands to benefit from the implementation of agricultural 
biotechnology, but also all levels of the environment, from aquatic organisms to human laborers, 














THE FIGHT FOR MAÍZ CRIOLLO: THE CASE FROM MÉXICO 
 
4.1 MAIZE AND THE GENE REVOLUTION IN MÉXICO  
 From human consumption, to animal fodder and biofuel; from night soil, to synthetic 
fertilizers and genetic modifications; from serving local and domestic markets, to the ever 
demanding, ever growing international market; corn modernization has changed over time to 
accommodate “our” growing needs. However, who exactly is included in this conversation of 
necessity achievement? In the last two chapters we have seen the development of arguments for 
intensive farming technologies from the Green Revolution to the Gene Revolution, with the 
proposed benefits being rhetorically very similar. During the Green Revolution, Mexicans were 
told that the new technologies implemented would produce an increased food supply and 
decrease dependence on food imports. With the implementation of NAFTA, Mexicans were told 
that employment opportunities for the rural and urban poor would increase and ultimately lift 
many out of poverty. And today, in the Gene Revolution, Mexicans are being told that transgenic 
crops will provide an increased food supply, economic opportunities for the impoverished, and 
all this with more sustainable farming methods. While the immense shortcomings of the Green 
Revolution and NAFTA were discussed in chapter two, the Gene Revolution begs a similar 
analysis: could it be that we have finally developed a single, real solution to counter poverty, 
food insecurity, and global climate change? After scores of research, I am led to believe that the 
answer to this question is that we have not.  
 While the rhetoric of proponents for the use of genetically modified crops argue on the 
basis of improving the lives of the impoverished, as well as our global environment, results of 
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the last 20 years of implementation seem to prove otherwise. What’s more, the voices of small 
farmers and consumers of the developing countries under discussion are strangely absent from 
the great majority of their rhetoric. Also absent from the arguments for GM crops is any 
substantial discussion regarding the potential negative consequences of their use in the realm of 
social, environmental, and economic costs. My own research from México seeks to address these 
voids by sharing, to the best of my ability, the voices and perspectives of people on the ground, 
fighting for the protection of maíz criollo from transgenic corn.  
4.2 SOCIAL ACTIVISM FOR MAÍZ CRIOLLO IN MÉXICO: THE CASE FROM SAN 
CRISTOBAL DE LAS CASAS 
As we have seen throughout México’s history, activism in response to unjust agricultural 
policy changes is no unfamiliar scene. Some of the biggest sustainable food movements of our 
time came as a response to the Green Revolution in México. Further, social uprising in response 
to NAFTA and associated agricultural and food-stuff policy changes were seen and heard around 
the globe. Today, with the threat of GM corn in México, the situation is no different. Social 
activism has taken root in many forms including protest plantings with native corn varieties, 
development of seed banks, marches, art exhibits, and information sharing. The spread of 
knowledge regarding the dangers of GM corn to food and seed sovereignty, farmer autonomy, 
and risk to the biodiversity of the thousands of corn species in México has been crucial to the 
movement’s growth. While social movements fighting for the protection of maíz criollo from 
maíz transgenico are ubiquitous across México, in the summer of 2013 I had the opportunity to 




The high mountain town of San Cristobal de las Casas is located in the heart of the 
central highlands of Chiapas, México. The town is well known for its dense history in social 
resistance, most notably for the Zapatista Rebellion (EZLN) of 1994, which was briefly 
discussed in chapter two. While an industry of tourism has been created around the “rebellious” 
history of the town, social resistance is not just a thing of the past. When I arrived in San 
Cristobal, I could not deny the prevalence of flyers and posters plastered to storefronts, 
from cafes and restaurants to herb and produce shops; the words “No transgenic corn!” and 
“Get out Monsanto!” were ubiquitous. 
  
Figure 3: Fliers posted on buildings in San Cristobal de las Casas, photographed May 2013. 
 
4.3 RESEARCH METHODS 
All research to be discussed in this chapter took place in San Cristobal de las Casas over 
a period of four weeks in May and June of 2013. During the research period, movement 
literature, art, a protest, and an organizational meeting were observed, and four formal interviews 
were held with movement participants and organization leaders. The interviewees consulted for 
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this research include: Guillermo

, originally from central México, he first learned about GMO’s 
as a student studying bio-technology. He said that it was during his studies that he realized 
GMOs were not a good option for México. Guillermo is long time anti-GMO activist and author 
of countless movement articles, as well as the author of a frequently updated blog on local and 
national movement happenings. Secondly, I spoke with Sonia

, one of the main organization 
leaders in San Cristobal’s chapter of La Red en Defensa de Maíz Criollo (La Red). Originally 
from México City, Sonia relocated to Oaxaca to work for several years with La Red before 
moving to Chiapas and joining the San Cristobal chapter, in which she has participated for two 
years. Thirdly is Maíz, originally from Senora and of indigenous decent, he is a movement 
participant in San Cristobal and is self-proclaimed as one of five “traditional” spiritual leaders in 
the community. Finally, I spoke with Jesus

, who is one of the organizers for UNORCA 
(National Union of Autonomous Regional Peasant Organizations), an affiliate organization of La 
Via Campesina. With much of his movement work currently being done in México City, he 
offered an almost “outsider” opinion of the movement in San Cristobal and comparisons to the 
movement which is occurring in México City.  
The movement artwork observed will also be discussed and was derived from various 
movement organizations’ literature, as well as from an art exhibit on bio-piracy and transgenic 
corn at the Mayan Museum of Medicine, as well as from the Viva la Milpa art exhibit shown at 
La Casa del Pan, the headquarters for the San Cristobal chapter of La Red en Defensa de Maíz 
Criollo.  
                                                          






When I began my research, what I expected to find was a somewhat homogenous 
movement, consistent in its goals, values, and concerns. However, after analysis of interviews, 
movement art, meetings, literature, and protests, I quickly came to realize my own naïveté. The 
resistance in San Cristobal de las Casas was in fact revealed to be a very heterogeneous 
movement and although similarities were also found, the differences have become the highlight 
of this research. Within this chapter I will discuss the similarities and differences observed 
within various facets of this movement regarding topics which consistently came up throughout 
the investigation. Ultimately, this research argues that by illuminating the diversity of 
perspectives within a movement, the movement as a whole will be more accurately understood, 
hopefully putting to rest the temptation to make generalizing and sweeping statements, 
subsequently leading to misinterpretations of movements, values, and peoples alike.  
The research presented in this chapter also seeks to address the troublingly deep 
disconnect that appears to exist between the industry/proponents of agricultural biotechnology 
and their opposition, who at times are also the same people the industry hopes to create into 
clients. In the previous chapter, arguments were presented by industry proponents as to why 
transgenic maize is necessary and beneficial, especially with regard to México and the rest of the 
“developing” world. Contrastingly, this chapter will demonstrate some of the various arguments 
and perspectives of people on the ground in San Cristobal de las Casas as to why transgenic corn 
is not an appropriate choice for México. It is in my opinion that the existence of this disconnect 
is due in large part to the absence of dialogues between industry/proponents and people on the 
ground, with whom the implementation of these technologies have the potential to affect in a 
great many and layered ways. At times during this analysis, it has felt as if the voices of those on 
the ground aren’t even falling on deaf ears; the industry seems not even to provide those. It must 
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be addressed that in demonstrating this detachment, it is not my goal to allow industry 
proponents to frame their technologies in a more appealing way to their opposition, but rather 
this aims to be an encouragement for industry and proponents to listen to the voices of people 
involved in these movements. Rather than pressing forward without recognizing the legitimacy 
of social resistances; rather than telling people what they need; a dialogue needs to occur. It 
seems that for the last twenty years the world has been doing a lot of listening to the industry, I 
propose that it is time for the industry to listen to voices around the world. The research 
completed in San Cristobal de las Casas aims to share even just a sliver of the voices and 
opinions that make up one of a great multitude of movements in México in the fight for maíz 
criollo against transgenic corn.  
In an effort to help facilitate this dialogue, this chapter will attempt to share, to the best of 
my ability, the perspectives of movement participants and the associated art and literature 
regarding values and concerns of the movement which consistently were encountered during 
interviews and observations. The values and concerns which came up most frequently and will 
be demonstrated in the following pages consist of movement goals, the role of national cultural 
and spiritual values, farmer and consumer dependency, environmental concerns, and government 
manipulation via corporate persuasion.  
4.4 MOVEMENT GOALS 
In the larger social movements of late, one criticism that is often heard is that movements 
have no single clear goal (this critique was especially pertinent during the Occupy movements, 
for example). However, perhaps this idea of homogeny of values within a movement is outdated. 
In national and worldwide movements we often see a diversity of participants, thus it ought not 
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to be surprising that the goals and values of participants are as diverse as the participants 
themselves. 
I too was guilty of this assumption prior to conducting interviews and especially so when 
considering the goals or pillars of this movement. Truthfully, I imagined that these would line up 
rather consistently throughout interviewees and other research material. Although the responses 
had some overlaps, there were distinct differences in the worldviews (cosmovisión) from which 
these values grew out of. For example, Sonia, Jesus, and Guillermo all stressed that above all, the 
movement’s primary concern is for greater inclusion of indigenous farmers in the market, for 
their voices to be heard and for these farmers to have the power to make decisions for themselves 
about what they do or do not want to grow. Jesus and Sonia also emphasized the primary goals 
for their organizations are to inform the campesino population about transgenic corn and its 
repercussions. However, while UNORCA’s focus was said to be solely on campesinos and their 
communities, Sonia and La Red also emphasized their role in increasing consumer awareness. 
Not just informing “the indigenous population who are largely milperos68 and other Mexicans 
who also grow maize…” but also in “…raising consumer awareness…in order for consumers to 
be fully informed” Sonia continued. For Guillermo and Maíz on the other hand, they shared the 
main goal of making food more healthy (sano) and thus free of chemicals. Where they diverged 
was with Maíz’s perspective that one of the central goals was “honoring corn and trying to 
protect it; reactivating the consciousness [of the inherent cultural importance of corn] that has 
been lost.”  
Movement art also depicted support for campesinos facing the potentiality of transgenic 
corn and the loss of the milpa. One such piece featured a skull wearing a bandana over his face 
and a military-style cap, holding a rifle; his style reminiscent of that of the Zapatistas. Beneath 
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his rifle was a banner which said “Resiste” (resist). With a call back to the Zapatista movement, 
this image seems to show the will for resistance has been and continues to be strong. Just as 
people have fought for their lands in the past, people will likewise fight for the right to continue 
to grow maíz criollo and in a countryside which does not threaten the choice to do so.  
 
Figure 4: Artist: Gato; seen at the “Viva la Milpa” art exhibit. 
 
Another piece depicted this message “Viva la Milpa – Tierra o Muerte” (Long Live the 
Milpa – Land or Death) and depicts people rolling back (as if it were a rug) a polluted cityscape, 
adorned with U.S. dollar signs, and images of “N.A.F.T.A.” and “GMO’s”. Left in the wake of 
ruin is farmland and a man in a sombrero is throwing seeds onto the ground. Next to him, a man 
donning a Zapatista-style look is reading. This piece is explicit in its position on the perseverance 
of indigenous farming techniques and information sharing. This piece in particular also 
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demonstrates quite clearly the role of the United States in what is perceived as imminent 
destruction of the Mexican countryside.  
 
Figure 5: Artist: Mikail Miller; seen at the “Viva la Milpa” art exhibit. 
 
Interviewees and art pieces exhibited several opinions on the primary goals or of this 
movement, ranging from fighting for the inclusion of indigenous farmers in the market, to 
building awareness for the honor and protection maize. While one interviewee was concerned 
solely with campesinos and their communities, others also emphasized the need for increasing 
consumer awareness. While these opinions are all connected, the significance of each of them as 
the central goal or pillar of the movement varies from person to person. When taken together, 
these opinions fit together to form a comprehensive view of what kinds of advancements this 






4.5 THE ROLE OF NATIONAL CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUES 
The strong cultural and spiritual value of corn in México has previously been viewed as, 
for better or for worse, the most central argument against GM corn in México by many and was 
certainly an assumption of mine before beginning interviews. Elizabeth Fitting, a proponent of 
this argument, shares her perspective in The political uses of culture: Maize production and the 
GM corn debates in México. In her article she argues that “The anti-GM movement…draws 
upon the long-standing symbolic associations between maize and the Mexican nation
69”. She 
also argues that this perspective could be damaging for the anti-GM movement since younger 
generations in México no longer identify with these symbolic and historical associations. While I 
did find Fitting’s research interesting, my research results were inconsistent with hers regarding 
the pertinence of the cultural value of corn in this movement. In the case of my investigation, this 
theme was shared among some interviewees, but not at all with others. For example, when 
speaking with Jesus about his opinion of the cultural and spiritual perspective of corn and the 
role it plays in this movement, he stated: 
“The fight is about food…I believe that the central aspect of corn has to be seen as food…I am 
not minimizing the cultural part, the historical part; but it is food. And Monsanto and the 
transnational companies that rob it [corn] and input the commercialization of transgenic corn, 
they are going to control the food that is corn…For me it is a concern that food can be 
manipulated… It is corn, nothing more.” 
In a separate interview, Guillermo also states the centrality of corn being an issue of food: 
“…it [GM corn] affects all we eat, these campesinos eat corn three times a day, so what kind of 




On the other hand, however, Sofi and Maíz remain more consistent with Fittings 
observation, often (or in the case of Maíz, solely) discussing the cultural and spiritual aspect of 
corn in the movement. In Maíz’s interview, for example, he told me the creation story of the 
people of México and of Quetzalcoatl, the feathered serpent and creator of man. The story tells 
of how man was made of corn and stresses the importance of respecting that which we are made 
of. He confirmed that the signs I saw some people carrying at the protest which stated “we are 
what we eat” carried a very different meaning in México than what we think of when we see the 
phrase here in the U.S. He also frequently referred to corn as a “cosmic food” and described it as 
the center of the universe and of every town. Time and time again throughout interviews, Maíz 
shared the importance of the “ceremony of cultivation” and “The importance of harvesting our 
own products, from our gardens, with our hands” and even quoted his grandmother on the topic 
who had told him that “the secret ingredient of corn is the action of the heart".  
 




Sonia shared similar sentiments. When asked how her interest in transgenic corn came 
about, she responded that it came about somewhat naturally since “transgenic corn is a threat 
against all aspects of our identities, nutrition, and biology; of everything!” She also shared her 
opinion on why there have been no anti-GM movements in México regarding GM soy and she 
too speaks of the ceremony of cultivation:  
“As of the last 10 years here in Chiapas they’ve grown 30 thousand hectares of transgenic soy 
and nobody has said anything. This is because transgenic soy doesn’t arrive in our hearts and 
identities and also because soy is not our crop and so then it does not carry with it the ceremony.” 
Sonia goes on to discuss the detrimental effects that growing GM corn would have on those who 
are today upholding the ceremony of cultivation, as well as how the loss of this ceremony leads 
to people buying food containing GM corn: 
“For some of the people, for some of the campesinos, they are already buying transgenic corn… 
already they do not ask to the heart of the land that it gives them a good harvest…already they are 
not having the ceremony. So, in the towns where they are continuing to participate in the 
ceremony of cultivation it is because they produce their own corn. The problem is going to be 
made when their corn is contaminated and Monsanto pretends to control it and makes demands of the 
campesino because he now has transgenic corn.” 
 Lastly, during an informal conversation with a woman participating in the March Against 
Monsanto, I was told that corn is sacred and behind it there is much pain and violence; that their 
ancestors had hurt for corn, they died for corn, and the fact that corn is being compromised now 
is the reason why they were marching that day.  
 The opinions of interviewees and movement participants regarding the national cultural 
and spiritual value of corn varied across the board, as we saw. And while this is undoubtedly an 
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important aspect of the movement to acknowledge, the discussion of food security and food 
system manipulation was also present; this cannot be left out of our assessments and 
conversations. To illuminate the spiritual and cultural value alone in this conversation is not only 
inaccurate, but it can be detrimental for the movement itself. When considering the arguments by 
GM industry and their proponents, their perspectives are dictated by western scientific practice 
alone. Often times in their rhetoric it is easy to see the perpetuated ideas of “the backward 
Indian” who does not employ “modern” farming methods. If scholars, authors, and others 
continue to perpetuate the idea that offending the spiritual aspect of corn is the only thing that 
people in México are concerned about, it becomes easier for movement participants and 
sympathizers to be shrugged off as “backwards”, “traditional”, uneducated and uninformed on 
the issue. While I believe that those holding the aforementioned opinion should perhaps take 
time to educate themselves on cultural empathy, we must all be sure not to smother all 
participants with this perspective. While it is indeed an important and unique aspect of the 
movement occurring in México, if we say that this alone is the central concern for the entire 
movement, we render invisible those who participate for vastly different and still extremely 
relevant reasons.  
4.6 FARMER AND CONSUMER DEPENDENCY 
 When considering the concerns of farmer and consumer dependency, the history of 
pitfalls that came with the Green Revolution and NAFTA in México must be kept in mind. The 
encouragement for small farmers in the past to abandon their corn crops and milpas in pursuit of 
something that the state and the international market deems to be more economically successful 
does not always play out according to plan, as we saw in chapter two. When speaking with Jesus, 
he brought up the false miracles small farmers were promised in México with jatropha and palm 
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crops. He stated in our interview that in the past, encouragement was given by the state for 
farmers to leave their corn plots and to start growing African palm and jatropha instead. 
However, Jesus added, as of last spring “the secretary of economic development said that there is 
no longer a project for switching [from corn to palm] and all factories have been suspended. And 
the people! The people that changed from corn…What are they going to do?” It is these kinds of 
failures which create an air of mistrust regarding new crops and the correlation of concern this 
example carries to transgenic corn requires no stretch of the imagination. 
 Agricultural biotechnology is still rather new and only having come on the market 20 
years ago, we are really just beginning to understand all the costs and benefits that are associated 
with these kinds of crops. During his interview, Jesus noted that UNORCA uses as much or as 
little information as they are able to get their hands on in order to show how transgenic corn will 
be an issue in the lives campesinos, even for those who choose not to grow it. He argued that 
transgenic corn in México “will be an issue that comes into the lives [of campesinos] and 
eliminates the possibility to develop a rural life, a campesino life.” In my interview with Sonia, 
she elaborated on this sentiment, stating that if transgenic corn in is grown commercially in 
México, “native varieties of corn are going to be contaminated in the highlands of Chiapas” and 
that “The problem is going to be made when the corn is contaminated and Monsanto pretends to 
control it and make demands of the campesino because he has transgenic corn.” During my 
interview with Guillermo, he stated that one of the reasons he does not support transgenic corn is 
because “the technology is contingent on economic and political dependency of farmers and 
consumers”, a technique he does not support.  
 In conversations with interviewees, as well as in reviews of art and movement literature, 
concerns for farmer and consumer dependency is highlighted. On the side of the farmer, 
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concerns arise out of contamination of native corn varieties by transgenic corn. If this occurs, as 
Sonia stated, the fear is that small farmers with native corn crops which become contaminated 
from transgenic corn fields would be legally pursued for copyright infringement. This would not 
only be financially detrimental for any small farmer, but the contamination of a crop by a 
patented seed also means the that the seeds produced from that harvest cannot be saved or traded, 
leaving a farmer without a crop, nor seeds to save or trade for the next year.  
 
Figure 7: Artist: Corazones Vuela, Viva la Milpa 
 
The collective network HUMMUS released a statement against transgenic corn on the World 
Wide Day Against Monsanto on May 25, 2013. In their statement they noted that the milpa 
system is the center of the economy, of crops, and of strategies for territorial control for over 
300,000 peasant families in Chiapas; equating to more than 1.5 million people who create their 
main livelihood out of the milpa farming system in the region. Needless to say, the risk of 
contamination and subsequent destruction of livelihoods is huge.  
 Those who are associated with the movement in San Cristobal are not alone in their 
concerns of farmer and consumer dependency. In fact, there is a rather large body of literature 
which supports their claims and calls into question the proposed economic and productive gains 
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achievable with GM crops. In 2012 the FAO in conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock, Rural Development, Fisheries, and Nutrition (SAGARPA), conducted a study to 
identify family farms with business production potential. They found that in México, of the 5.4 
million rural economic units (REU) in existence, 81.3% are considered to be family farms. The 
Food and Agriculture Administration of the United Nations divides family farms into three 
categories: subsistence family farms, family farms in transition, and consolidated family farms. 
 In analyzing the three different family farms in México for production potential, the study 
collected socio-economic information which can be found in Table 1, on the following page
70
. 
 According to the table below, on average subsistence family farms earn a gross annual 
income of about 17,354 pesos (equivalent to $1,332), transitioning family farms earn 36,150 
pesos (equivalent to $2,775), and consolidated family farms earn 45,330 pesos (equivalent to 
$3,480). However, according to Gary Schnitkey, of Department of Agricultural and Consumer 
Economics at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, HT/BT corn seed costs about $30 
more per acre than standard commercial seed , and pesticide costs range between $10-$15 per 
acre (this cost assumes that herbicide resistant weeds are not yet a problem)
71
. Based on the 
figure below, the average family farmer in México has about eight acres of land. This means that 
if GM maize was implemented, these farmers would have an additional annual cost of $240 
(assuming the farmer is already using commercial seed, which if seed sharing and saving is 
occurring than this is likely not the case, thus figures could be much higher) for seed alone. 
Pesticide costs would be $80-$120 per year, bringing us to a total of $320-$360 per year. 
Further, these costs still do not include equipment costs for items such as pesticide sprayers, their 
annual maintenance, or the cost of safely storing pesticide concentrate. These factors being 
known, the $320-$360 annual estimate is extremely conservative. Even still, this cost is  
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Table 1: Socio-economic characteristics of family farming RUEs with business production potential 
  Subsistence 
Family Farms 




REUs with business production 
potential (percentage, 100% = 
2,147,619 REUs) 
17.4 56.8 25.8 
Average total surface area (hectares) 3.4 5.0 4.7 
Average farmland surface area 
(hectares) 
2.9 3.7 4.0 
Average value of assets (Mexican 
pesos) 
6.758 32.689 42.711 
Number of family members who 
participate in an REU 
2.6 2.4 1.7 
Percentage of REUs located in areas 
with high and extremely high 
marginalization 
71.9 73.4 43.2 
Average gross annual income 
(Mexican pesos) 
17.354 36.150 45.330 
Percentage of REUs with access to 
credit 
3.3 2.4 5.5 
Average schooling (years) 4.9 5.2 5.9 
Percentage of women running REUs 24.8 21.8 23.8 
Percentage of the population that 
speaks an indigenous language 
38.6 31.4 11.0 
Percentage of REUs with land tenure 91.8 90.5 92.0 
Source: SAGARPA & FAO 2012. Agricultura Familiar con potencial productivo en México. 
 
monumental when these families are only earning $1,332-$3480 annually and their access to 
credit is limited (as shown in the table below). Further, one of the touted benefits of transgenic 
corn is that these production costs are lower than traditional commercial farming costs, thus 
decreasing the amount of  money that will have to be allocated to herbicides, insecticides, and 
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the labor to apply them, as they do not need to be applied as frequently. However, as we can see 
in the chart below, both subsistence and transitioning family farms are predominately using 
family members to carryout labor, thus the prospect of decreasing labor costs may not be a 
priority for these types of farmers. What’s more, this argument assumes that the farmers in 
question are using pesticides and herbicides to begin with. This is a large assumption to make 
considering the above illustrated incomes show little room for the type of profit spending that is 
necessary for the use of agrochemicals. Based on economic rational alone, this information 
clearly demonstrates that it is not an economically responsible or feasible decision for small 
farmers to implement GM technology.  
 GM crop proponents argue that the use of agricultural biotechnology will solve food 
insecurity issues around the world, implying that the benefits of the proposed higher yields will 
be successfully received by those who suffer from chronic hunger. However, after reviewing 
statistics collected over the last 20 years, this allocation of food to the hungry does not appear to 
be connected to use of genetically modified crops. In looking at the case of Latin America alone, 
ten countries currently grow genetically modified crops: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, 
Bolivia, México, Colombia, Chile, Honduras, and Costa Rica. As of 2013, these nations 
collectively cultivated about 70 million hectares of GMO crops
72
.  However, upon analyzing the 
percentage change between the 2013 Global Hunger Index with the 1990 Global Hunger Index in 
the region, cultivation of genetically modified crops did not seem to be a correlating factor to 
hunger resolution. As illustrated by the graph below, the top performers in reducing their GHI in 
Latin America were Nicaragua, Peru, Venezuela, México, and Cuba, while the poorest 
performing in the region were Paraguay and Guatemala. Of those top performers, however, only 
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México utilizes some GM crops, while Paraguay, also utilizing GM crops, was the poorest 
performing in the region, even more so than Guatemala which does not implement their use
73
. 
Figure 8: GHI Winners and Losers from 1990 GHI to 2013 GHI 
 
Source: von Grebmer et al. (2013). Reproduced with permission from the International Food Policy Research 
Institute. 
Even more interesting is when we look into the agricultural practices of some of our front-
runners in the region, such as Peru and Cuba. As of December 2011, Peru has declared a ban on 
the entry and production of genetically modified crops for 10 years
74
. Cuba on the other hand has 
been revered for their use of nation-wide organic agriculture since 1993. 
4.7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 
 Throughout many of the conversations and art pieces it does seem that environmental 
concern is somewhat implicit; calling for cleaner food free of pesticides and fear of 
contamination of fields and thus the nation’s biodiversity of corn. Some of the opinions shared 
by interviewees, however, spanned beyond implicit statements. During one of my conversations 
with Maíz he discussed at length that “land is something we can destroy or benefit from” and 
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begged the consideration of what we would leave for our children? He also stated with 
conviction that “to be human is to walk in harmony with this planet.” This perspective stands in 
stark contrast with the Western worldview which saturates “modern” agriculture with the idea 
that nature is something for humans to dominate.  
 In a conversation I had with Jesus, he spoke of the use of genetically modified crops as 
“false solutions to the climate crisis.” Jesus went on to discuss the negative repercussions for 
bees and honey production which have been witnessed in the region. This concern was also 
shared in HUMMUS’s statement against transgenic corn on the World Wide Day Against 
Monsanto, stating that the group is “in support of beekeepers in Chiapas and the Yucatan 
Peninsula, demanding the cancellation of the commercial planting of GM soy, authorized in 
more than 250 hectares, where the risk is that bees are carrying pollen from GM soy to organic 
honey hives, leaving them contaminated.” 
 




 Environmental concerns such as those posed above are also substantiated in outside 
literature. Despite omissions by proponent literature to include habit destruction and water 
contamination as a result of the use of genetically modified crops, these issues are in fact 
occurring today. In addition to concerns proposed by participants regarding bees the carrying of 
contaminated pollen to organic honeybee hives, another drastic issue has been identified with \ 
one of the region’s other pollinators: the monarch butterfly.  
 In an investigation by Pleasants and Oberhauser, declining populations of monarch 
butterflies wintering in central México and migrating back up to the Midwestern United States 
were studied. Over the last decade and a half, a 58% decline in milkweeds has been seen in the 
Midwestern United States. This is problematic in that 92% of monarchs wintering in México fed 
milkweed as larvae. The massive decline in milkweed has subsequently led to a massive decline 
in the monarch butterfly population as well, ranging from a conservative estimate of 76% to 
81%
75
.  A study from 2000 further confirmed the dependence of monarch butterflies on 
milkweed growing specifically in corn and soybean fields
76
. In their 2013 investigation, 
Pleasants and Oberhauser confirm that massive destruction of milkweed in the Midwestern 
United States is due to the increased use of glyphosate herbicides in genetically modified corn 
and soybean fields. While the authors admit that we have not yet seen the full impact that this 
herbicide will have on the milkweed and monarch populations, they do conclude that the 
established dominance and continued widespread use of glyphosate will result in an inevitable 
disappearance of milkweed in agricultural fields
77
. Transgenic soy is already being grown in 
México, making this an issue of milkweed extermination via glyphosate herbicide that spans 
across the entire migration pattern of monarch butterflies. Perhaps the small saving grace could 
be that there isn’t already further contamination in México with transgenic corn. The situation as 
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demonstrated by Pleasants and Oberhauser is already dire, though this could undoubtedly 
become worse if transgenic corn is also allowed to contribute to plaguing the entirety of the 
monarch butterfly migration path.  
 While this is highly disturbing on its own, monarch butterflies and milkweeds are not the 
only ones suffering the consequences of the supposedly safe glyphosate herbicide. Recent studies 
have shown that the metal chelating properties of glyphosate are resulting in tragic 
consequences. The National Pesticide Information Center is forthcoming on their factsheet for 
glyphosate regarding these properties, stating that “the binding of glyphosate to bottom 
sediments depended heavily on the metals in the sediments. If chelating cations are present, the 
sediment half-life of glyphosate may be greatly increased
78.” While proponents of GM crops 
adamantly argue how much safer and “greener” this herbicide is in comparison to its 
predecessors, they fail to mention any inference to its metal chelating properties. This fact, 
however, changes everything, as recent studies have shown.  
In their 2014 study, Jayasumana, Gunatilake, and Senanayake investigated the 
geographical and socioeconomic disease patterns associated with CKDu, otherwise known as 
Chronic Kidney Disease of unknown etiology. The disease has been sprouting up around the 
world’s hot climate farming regions since the mid-1990s. Those suffering from the disease were 
identified as having no past history of, or current treatment for, diabetes mellitus or chronic 
and/or severe hypertension, snake bites, urological disease of known etiology or 
glomerulonephritis. Affected patients had also displayed normal glycosylated hemoglobin levels 
(HbA1C ˂ 6.5%) and blood pressure ˂160/100 mmHg untreated or ˂140/90 mmHg on up to two 
antihypertensive agents
79
. It was given these factors that Jayasumana, Gunatilake, and 
Senanayake began to look into the associated geographical and socioeconomic disease patterns. 
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 The study’s region of focus was Sri Lanka and within this region, they found that the 
disease was affecting farmers who labored within rice patties. It was also discovered that 96% of 
the CKDu patients had also been consuming hard or very hard water for at least the last five 
years from wells which received their water supply from shallow regolith aquifers. This is 
important with regard to the biodegradability of glyphosate and its absorption of chelating agents 
or metals. Typically, the authors explain, the half-life of glyphosate is 92 days in water and 47 
days in soil. However, with the absorption of chelating agents or metals (such as Strontium, 
Magnesium, or Calcium), the half-life is shown to decrease the biodegradability of glyphosate, 
resulting in half-life increases of between 7-22 years in soil
80
. Thus, wells providing drinking 
water that is high in the aforementioned metals will retain glyphosate in that water, in contrast 
with natural springs in the same area that are devoid of Ca and Mg, making those springs free of 
glyphosate. 
Ultimately, the authors argue that the information shown in this study “provides rational 
answers for the geographical distribution of the CKDu and the appearance of the disease in the 
mid-1990s
81
.” While this study’s investigation focused on the cases in Sri Lanka and India, the 
countries of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and El Salvador are also seeing catastrophic consequences. 
The estimated death toll in the Central American region currently stands at 20,000 in the last two 
decades. In El Salvador, hospitalization for CKD has increased by 50% in the years 2005-2012. 
Today, it has become El Salvador’s leading cause of hospital deaths82.  
These observations of Central America are also confirmed in the 2012 report from the 
first international research workshop on MeN (Mesoamerican Nephropathy), released by the 
Central American Institute for Studies on Toxic Substances (IRET-UNA) and the Program on 
Work, Environment and Health in Central America (SALTRA). While Sri Lanka has developed 
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a definition for CKDu, it appears that Central America is still exploring the situation and thus has 
not yet developed one. What is known, however, is that the prevalence of cases of CKD have 
skyrocketed in the low altitude agricultural regions of México, Nicaragua, Honduras, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Costa Rica and Panama. Given that occurrences of the epidemic seem to 
be secured within low altitude (and thus warmer) agricultural regions, distribution throughout 
regions reflect this in their CDK mortality rates. In Nicaragua, mortality due to kidney disease in 
2009-2011 alone was more than 9 times as high in León and Chinandega than the median 
mortality rate in the country (11 deaths per 100,000). Likewise, the report states that “mortality 
due to kidney disease in León and Chinandega has also increased over time, increasing twofold 
between 2000- 2009.”Still more disheartening, is that in Chichigalpa, Nicargua, 20-25% of 
deaths among males 30-59 is due to CDK
83
.  
 Although the metal chelating property of glyphosate is a well-known fact, its affects in 
our ecosystem and subsequently on human health are only just beginning to be deeply 
investigated as of the last few years. Jayasumana, Gunatilake, and Senanayake say it well in their 
article when they argue that the reason for this lack of deeper investigative reporting on human 
health considerations has to do with the “Huge advertising campaigns by glyphosate as the best 
ever herbicide discovered by mankind, reiteration of the easily degradable nature of the original 
compound in a natural environment and the difficulties [of] laboratory detection
84”. Two 
important distinctions must still be made here, however. Firstly, the concluding remark by 
Jayasumana, Gunatilake, and Senanayake should be kept in mind that “although glyphosate on 
its own does not cause an epidemic of chronic kidney disease, it seems to have acquired the 
ability to destroy the renal tissues of thousands of farmers when it forms complexes with a 
localized geo-environmental factor (hardness) and nephrotoxic metals.
85” Secondly, glyphosate 
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herbicide can be applied on both genetically modified and non-genetically modified crops. In 
México, we are already seeing cases of CDKu in Aguascalientes (among children) and in 
Chiapas
86
. If transgenic corn is permitted to be grown in México this would increase México’s 
current use of glyphosate, thus putting countless more lives at stake. The situation at hand is 
already a moral outrage and to encourage this to continue is simply impermissible. 
4.8 MOVEMENT OPPONENTS AND INDUSTRY’S ALLIES  
 When I asked Jesus who he felt the central opposition was to the movement, or the 
greatest ally to Monsanto, he without hesitation responded that it was the Mexican government. 
During our conversation about this topic, he also stated that the infiltration of transgenic corn in 
México is “a new form of colonialism”, a perspective which stuck with for me some time. Jesus 
then went on to answer the posed question: 
“Who is the central ally of Monsanto? In México? The government, it is the ally. …For example, 
in the last year they announced that they are going to import thousands of tons of transgenic corn 
from Africa. This is the government. Who promotes those programs for the “betterment” of corn? 
It is the institutions of the government. So only the government has the most interest in these 
alternatives.” 
During my interview with Sonia, we too eventually came to this question and her answer 
was similar. She started by responding that the principal opposition to the movement and greatest 
ally to Monsanto is ignorance and misinformation. She then went on to describe where the 
spread of ignorance and misinformation comes from:  
“The principal opposition is ignorance and misinformation…If people could identify this 
opposition, it is in government institutions. They [the opposition] are in SAGARPA (Secretariat 
of Agriculture, Livestock, Rural Development, Fisheries, and Food), SEDESOL
(
Secretariat of 









Figure 10: Photo taken at the World Wide March Against Monsanto, May 25, 2013, in San Cristobal de 
las Casas, Chiapas. 
 
Sonia also described the Green Revolution of the 1960s which imposed the use of modern 
irrigation systems, pesticides, and synthetic nitrogen fertilizers in agriculture on the developing 
world. She related that because development policies emphasizing “industrial, monoculture, and 
agrochemical” agriculture had already been put in place with the Green Revolution that it was 
“natural” for governmental institutions to be in support of transgenic corn.  While some may 
argue that importation of corn from Africa, or the United States for that matter, would be 
necessary to feed the Mexican population, interviewees and movement literature alike opposed 
this notion. For example, Sonia and Guillermo firmly expressed their confidence that given fair 
opportunity to do so, México could “develop a national plan based on [México’s] wealth of 
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corn” and that “as the country of origin for maize, [we] have all the potential for producing all 
the maize that [we] could want.” 
The arguments for the corporate role in governmental decisions are very complex and 
undoubtedly result in a matrix of ties between government institutions, international 
organizations, and global corporations. At one point during her interview, Sonia gives a 
breakdown of one of these complex relationships: 
“Monsanto for example bought the seed company that was already located here, Seminis.  This 
seed company sells seeds to programs of the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) that are in 
México. The FAO is international, but it has a very important program in Chiapas that is called El 
Pesa. In this program, the FAO buys seeds from Seminis, so that El Pesa can give these seeds to 
producers; a gift from the FAO. The goal is that these communities go through this Pesa program 
and are educated about food. So already there are structures in place to bring in transgenic seeds.”  
Maíz on the other hand took a more abstract position and given his responses it seems 
that we ourselves are the biggest obstacle to the movement. He argues that “we have lost respect” 
for corn and that instead of trying to “reactivate [our] consciousness” and “connect” with corn, 
“we settle for little material things to fill the spaces inside ourselves.” He went on to say that we 
“swim in technology, the market, capitalism…and we forget about ourselves” and due to this, we 
forget about our “relationship with corn”.   
The juxtaposition of perspectives is extremely interesting here. Side by side we have a 
perspective which is reflective of the need for a spiritual awaking, a call to end disrespect to our 
earth and to traditions, next to what might be called a more pragmatic perspective, unveiling 
complex national and transnational factors. And in a way they are both saying the same thing: 
that there has ultimately been a loss of respect (for people, land, tradition) and that these behind-
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the-scenes transactions between government, international organizations and transnational 
corporations do in fact seem to come down to, as Maíz said, “market and capitalist desires”. 
 Here and throughout the paper we have seen that a multitude of perspectives and values 
have formed each of the discussed themes. While at times opinions varied between different 
interviewees, literature, and art, all of these people and pieces of work still identify as being part 
of the fight for maíz criollo and the resistance against transgenic corn. As Sonia explained to me 
during her interview, everyone in La Red fills different roles. That in La Red there are artists, 
writers, communicators and public speakers, there are producers; there are some who are 
participate and there are others who are affiliated. I think that this explanation of La Red is 
valuable and can in fact be expanded upon the whole movement. People fill different roles based 
on where their strengths lie and these strengths grow from different life experiences. In turn, 
different life experiences without a doubt provide each and every one of us with varying 
worldviews. 
 Understanding where movement participants disagree gives researchers insight into 
movements and the people involved. Further, this awareness can help participants see how to 
move forward together toward their foreseen success. Most importantly, if we are to discuss 
unity without diversity, we run the grave risk of rendering many in the movement voiceless. 
Often, people seem to want to talk about what is agreed upon in a movement, but perhaps the 
crux lies within what is disagreed upon. By highlighting and accepting discord, we allow 







 It has been my aim in this thesis to provide a well-rounded presentation of the social 
resistance in México against genetically modified corn which has been building over the last 20 
years. By providing historical background in chapter two, I hope to have provided the audience 
with the tools to interpret the present movement with the insight of México’s history in corn 
modernization and the affiliated social movements which have developed out them. I hope that 
this reflection in history has been as helpful for readers as it has been for me in identifying the 
recycled rhetoric which has continued to plague corn modernization. Still though it seems these 
arguments historically and presently only achieve mediocre results at best and have continued to 
contribute to the gross wealth of few and the oppression of many at its worst. It is hard to deny 
who the real winners are with transgenic crops when we take into consideration that as of 2007, 
the top ten multinational seed corporations, accounting for over half the world’s commercial seed 
sales, made nearly $12.6 billion in revenues. And as of 2008, the value of biotech seed and 
related technology fees made $7.5 billion globally
87
. Still, from 2010-2012 there were an 
estimated 870 million chronically undernourished people globally and of these, 852 million were 
living in developing countries. From 2007 to 2012, despite monumental corporate profits, this 
number has remained the same
88
. 
 In chapter three I aimed to acquaint readers with proponent arguments on why genetically 
modified corn is an asset and a positive option for developing countries like México. I feel that it 
is as crucial to contextualize the movement in México with the history of corn modernization as 
it is to contextualize it in the proponent arguments they are up against. The process of working 
through these arguments on both sides of the spectrum has been truly perplexing: while both 
sides can be discussing the same theme, they often bring to the table completely oppositional 
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responses. Unfortunately, ample resources allow private and corporate interests to speak louder 
than social movements and the often low-blow insults are to show for it. In a recent article 
published by the American Council on Science and Health, A short but important endorsement of 
GMO food by an M.D.-geneticist states that miracle GMO crops are being kept off the market 
due to “the pervasive, superstitious, and agenda-driven opposition to all GMO products” the 
article goes on to say that they hope the doctor’s “friends” back home in Maine “hear his wise 
counsel and revoke their unscientific and destructive attempt to scare people away from GMO 
food.
89” These kinds of comments are not only disrespectful, but are also clearly uninformed. 
This paper has cited only a few of the many scientific and scholarly studies that dispute the 
environmental, social, and economic safety of genetically modified crops, and in particular, of 
transgenic corn in México. With regard to the term “agenda-driven”, I ask only that readers 
follow the money and ask themselves who stands to win with the deployment of transgenic corn 
in México (hint: the figures above provide some insight).  
It is also important to ask ourselves “who is considered an expert?”, “why?”, and “in 
what context?” Proponent arguments provide perspectives and studies from Western scientific 
methods and those alone. This is not to say that these are invalid methods to use, I agree that they 
are and opponent scientists employ the same methods. However, it is crucial that we recognize 
and include other experts in the conversation about the future of our food systems. The experts I 
speak of here are the small peasant farmers of México. These are those who know the soil, the 
seeds, the water, and the communities and cultures who stand to gain or lose many things in 
these debates. Those proponents who are separated from this context cannot fully understand 
these on-the-ground perspectives that come with the use of transgenic corn in México. Whether 
the goals of implementation of transgenic corn in México are altruistic or not, this does not 
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change the fact that more people, more kinds of “experts” need to be not only included in this 
conversation, but their opinions and perspectives need to be taken seriously and treated with 
respect as well.  
In chapter four my aim was to illustrate the movements on the ground in the fight for 
maíz criollo that I had the opportunity to see and experience in San Cristobal de las Casas, 
Chiapas, México. I hoped to put to rest the misinformed blanket statements that are often used to 
describe social movements and participants and to highlight the movement in San Cristobal in all 
its expansive and differential glory. Between chapter three and chapter four I also aimed to 
illustrate just how deep the disconnection between opponents and proponents currently is. With 
the debate on GM crops starting to really heat up as of the last 10 years, this disconnect is crucial 
to understand so that we may understand the movements and their participants more fully. 
Perhaps, with deeper understanding compassion may grow and derogatory uses of “superstition”, 
“agenda-driven”, and “unscientific” can cease to be used as describing terms for those who 
disagree with the infiltration of GMO crops.  
My research in México was conducted over a very brief period of time, just four weeks, 
and I felt then and continue to feel now that I have only begun to see the broader picture of the 
movement occurring in San Cristobal. As of October 2013, México has banned the planting of 
transgenic corn, a rather large achievement it would seem for the movements all across the 
country. Continued research into the movements and their happenings now, given this new 
legislation would be a much desired contribution to the dialogue. Further, it would be of great 
benefit if scholars continued to research the ideas that movement participants put forth on 
developing a national plan for México to grow their own corn. I also feel that it would be 
beneficial in future research to meet with government officials in México who are affiliated with 
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the groups whom some in the movement see as opposition in order to gain more understanding 
on their perspectives on the movement.  
It is of no doubt that a disgraceful amount of people are going hungry around the world 
and in México. To meet the nutritional needs of everyone is truly one of the great challenges of 
our times. However, it seems of little use to anybody to continue to fight against each other for 
decades and all over the potential for profits at the risk of our social, economic, and 
environmental health. There are great minds across the planet in nations and communities big 
and small. If we could work together for the greater good of humanity, rather than for the greater 
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